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Over the past few decades, massive volumes of smart card data from metro systems have been used to investigate passengers’
mobility patterns and assess the performance of metro network. With the rapid development of urban rail transit in densely
populated areas, new metro lines are constantly designed and operated in recent years. The appearance of new metro lines may
significantly affect passenger flow and travel time in themetro network. In this study, smart card data ofmetro system fromNanjing,
China, are used to study the changes of metro passenger flow and travel time due to the operation of a newmetro line (i.e., Line 4,
opened on 18 January 2017).The impact of the newmetro line on passenger flow distribution and travel time in the metro network
is first analysed. As commuting is one of the major purposes of metro trips, the impact of the newmetro line on commuters’ trips is
then explicitly investigated.The results show that the newmetro line influences passenger flow, travel time, and travel time reliability
in the metro network and has different impacts on different categories of commuters.

1. Introduction

Multimodal transit networks provide convenient and efficient
ways for individuals’ daily travel in congested urban areas.
Metro system, as a major component of multimodal transit
system, has been significantly developed in recent years in
many citieswith large populations. TakingNanjing, one of the
most densely populated cities in China, for instance, 6 new
metro lines have been constructed and operated in Nanjing
in the past decade and 11 new metro lines are planned to be
developed in the next five years.

To study the passenger flow characteristics and evaluate
the performance of urban transit network, a substantial body
of literature has been developed on analysing the distribution
of passenger flow and travel time based on smart card data.
However, limited effort has been devoted to investigating the
impact of new metro line on metro network and passengers.
The development of new metro lines changes the topology of
metro network and influences the accessibility of city area.
The operation of new metro lines may affect passenger flows
of existing metro stations. Passengers’ travel times and travel

time reliability may also change as a result of the expansion of
metro network. As commuters are themajority ofmetro users
in peak hours and are expected to benefit from the opening of
new lines, the impact of new metro line on commuters’ trips
should be explicitly studied. In the literature, little attention
has been given to the changes of commuters’ spatial/temporal
distributions and travel times after the opening of newmetro
lines.

In this study, a comprehensive analysis of metro pas-
senger flow and travel time is presented on the basis of
smart card data from Nanjing, China. The impact of new
metro line on metro passenger flow and travel time is
first analysed on the level of whole metro network. Spa-
tial and temporal distributions of metro passenger flow in
peak and nonpeak hours are investigated before and after
the opening of the new line. The changes of passenger
travel time and travel time reliability are also studied. To
investigate the impact of the new metro line on com-
muters’ trips, this study identifies and classifies the pas-
sengers commuting by metro and investigates the impact
of the new metro line on flow distribution, travel time,
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and travel time reliability of different categories of metro
commuters.

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents a
review of studies using smart card data and studies discussing
the impact of new rail transit lines. Data used in this study
are described in Section 3. Impacts of new metro line on
passenger flow and passenger travel time are investigated
in Sections 4 and 5. Conclusions and recommendations for
future research are given in the last section.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Applications of Smart Card Data. Smart card data,
which are passively collected by automated fare collection
systems with the use of smart cards for transit services, are
important data source for transport researchers. Because of
the large quantity and high precision of smart card data,
many researchers believe that such innovative data source
can complement or even replace the traditional collected
transport data such as travel survey data [1, 2]. Existing
transport studies based on smart card data mainly focus on
three areas: analysis of passenger flow patterns, investigation
of travel behaviours, and assessment of transit network
performance.

Many studies are devoted to investigating the charac-
teristics of metro passenger flow patterns based on smart
card data. Smart card data record the entrance/exit stations
and entrance/exit times of metro passengers, so the data
are widely used to investigate and visualize the spatial and
temporal distributions of metro passenger flow [3–5]. Based
on the historical entrance and exit passenger flow records, the
future passenger flow can also be predicted with smart card
data [6, 7].

Smart card data can also be used to analyse travel
behaviours and extract travel patterns of transit users. Travel
behaviours in transit networks can be investigated such as
transit ridership and origin-destination (OD) choices [8, 9],
train and route choices [10, 11], and transfer behaviours [12].
Based on the investigation of travel behaviours, many studies
are conducted to extract individuals’ spatial/temporal travel
patterns [13–15] and mobility patterns [16–18]. The dynamics
of travel behaviours and the variation of travel pattern were
also studied [19–22]. Some other studies focused on the
regularity of individual travel pattern, using smart card data
to classify transit passengers [23, 24].

In addition, smart card data can also be applied to inves-
tigate transit network performance such as the passenger
travel time and the service reliability of transit systems. For
instance, some studies investigated the spatial and temporal
distribution of trip travel times [25], travel time differences
between different transit modes [12], and splitting and esti-
mation of metro travel time [26]. The service reliability
of transit systems can also be derived based on smart
card data. Comparing passengers’ entrance/exit times to the
transit schedules, researchers can select schedule deviation of
vehicles or at-stop waiting time of passengers to measure the
service reliability [27]. The concept of travel time reliability
is widely employed to evaluate service reliability of transit
systems from the perspective of individual passengers. The

travel time reliability metrics include the schedule-based
metrics such as excess journey time and reliability buffer
time [28, 29], as well as statistical metrics such as standard
deviation (SD) and coefficient of variation (CV) of travel time
[4, 30–33].

2.2. Impact of New Rail Transit Lines. Construction of a new
rail transit line may result in changes of individuals’ travel
choice behaviour. The change in mode choice attracts much
attention in the literature. Senior [34] analysed the modal
shift from bus and private vehicles to the light rail transit
based on household survey and census data. Cao and Schoner
[35] explored the impact of new light rail transit line on
transit use. Harvey et al. [36] investigated people’s willingness
to travel by the newly built high speed rail line. Gadziński
and Radzimski [37] combined household survey data with
property sales transactions data to investigate the effect of a
new tram on households’ mode choice behaviour. In addition
to studying the mode choice change, Saidi, Wirasinghe, and
Kattan [38] assessed the changes in passengers’ cost after
introducing a new rail line based on job distribution data
and origin-destination data. Hong, Boarnet, and Houston
[39] adopted sociodemographic data, travel survey data, and
activity data to investigate the impact of a new light rail transit
line on individuals’ travel behaviour.

Besides the studies focusing on the change of travel
behaviour, a few studies reveal the impact of new metro lines
on passenger flow. Li [40] analysed changes in passenger flow
pattern caused by different types of newmetro lines. Based on
smart card data, Liu, Yao, and Li [41] analysed the relationship
between metro network expansion, land use of station neigh-
bourhood, and the growth of station passenger flow.

However, existing studies mainly focus on the change
of passenger flow distribution on the network level, while
little attention has been paid to the impact of new lines on
different individuals. Transportation analyses which are not
conducted from individuals’ perspective may be biased as
they fail to depict individuals’ real travel experience [42].
Some studies have been made to investigate the performance
of urban transportation network from the perspective of
individual travellers using different kinds of data sources [33,
43]. In densely populated urban areas, as a large proportion of
passengers’ daily travels are made by metro, the opening of a
new metro line may significantly influence some individuals’
daily travel patterns while other individuals may not be
affected. For giving a comprehensive analysis of the impact of
new metro line on metro passenger flow and travel time, the
analysis in this study is first conducted on the network level
to present an overview of the metro system and investigate
the changes of passenger flow and travel time after the new
line opening. Further analysis focuses on metro commuters.
Effort has been devoted to categorizing commuters based on
their OD choices and evaluating the impact of the newmetro
line on different categories of commuters.

3. Study Area and Data Collection

Nanjing is one of the largest cities in China with a pop-
ulation of about 8 million. In 2005, the first metro line
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Figure 1: Nanjing metro network.

Table 1: Examples of smart card data used in this study.

Time of Entry Station of Entrance Time of Exit Station of Exit Card ID
2017/1/1 10:10:21 14 2017/1/1 10:30:21 7 976072959331
2017/1/1 20:27:50 14 2017/1/1 20:34:52 16 976072959320
2017/1/1 11:56:56 37 2017/1/1 12:46:34 101 993172764630
2017/1/1 21:10:28 14 2017/1/1 22:03:25 50 970672806438

began operation in Nanjing. In the past decade, Nanjing
metro network expands rapidly. An overview of Nanjing
metro network is extracted from Internet and shown in
Figure 1. Line 4 of Nanjing metro system was opened
on 18 January 2017, which is the latest line operated.
After the opening of Line 4, there are 7 metro lines
and 139 stations in operation in Nanjing. The operating
mileage of Nanjing metro network is 258 km, and the
average daily ridership in January 2017 is about 2.1 mil-
lion.

To explore the impact of new metro line (i.e., Line 4) on
metro passenger flow and travel time in densely populated
urban areas, the data used in this study are records of smart
cards used by metro passengers in Nanjing from January
to February 2017, 61 million records in total. Data of the
two months are used because the two months cover the
periods before and after the opening of Line 4. Data of two

consecutive months guarantee the stability of passengers’
travel choice behaviour.

Smart card data contain complete entrance and exit
records (including location and time) of each passenger, as
shown inTable 1. Take the first record inTable 1 as an example;
the record indicates that the passenger entered the metro
system from station No. 14 (i.e., Nanjing Railway Station) at
10:10:21 on 1 January 2017 and exited from station No. 7 (i.e.,
Sanshanjie) at 10:30:21. Data cleaning is conducted to exclude
incomplete and invalid data before analysis.

4. The Impact of New Metro Line on
the Metro Network

The operation of the new metro line may influence metro
passenger flow distribution. It can be seen from Figure 1
that Line 4 has intersections with three lines (i.e., Lines 1, 2,
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Figure 2: Daily metro passenger flow before and after Line 4 opening.

and 3) which pass through central areas of the city. Before
the opening of Line 4, the three lines took the majority of
passenger flows in the metro network. Line 4 is expected
to share passenger flows with Lines 1-3 and alleviate the
crowding effect at some metro stations in central business
district (CBD). Thus, a need is evident to investigate the
change of passenger flow in metro network after Line 4
opening.

In this section, spatial and temporal analysis of passenger
flow are conducted to show the passenger flow distributions
in the whole metro network before and after the opening of
Line 4. Travel time and travel time reliability in the metro
network are also investigated to show the impact of the new
line.

4.1. Metro Passenger Flow Distribution

4.1.1. Temporal Distribution of Metro Passenger Flow. On the
basis of smart card data from 1 January to 28 February 2017,
the daily flows of passengers using smart cards on Line 4
and on the whole metro network are shown in Figure 2. It is
obvious fromFigure 2 that the passenger flow varies fromday
to day. The passenger flow on workday is significantly higher
than that at weekend, which implies that a large portion of
metro passengers are commuters. Thus, in Section 5, explicit
analyses of commuters’ flow distributions and travel times are
given.

It can also be seen from Figure 2 that the number of
passengers increases after Line 4 opening. Before the opening
of Line 4, the maximum daily passenger flow of the whole
metro network is 1.33 million on workday and 1.05 million
at weekend. After the opening of Line 4, the maximum
passenger flows on workday and at weekend increase to
1.40 million and 1.09 million, respectively. The maximum
passenger flow of Line 4 reaches 0.10 million on 24 February
2017.

Please note that passenger flow decreases dramatically
during 21 January and 5 February as many residents leave
Nanjing during Chinese New Year. Thus, data of the period
affected by Chinese New Year are excluded from analysis
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Figure 3: 15 min metro passenger flow distribution before and after
Line 4 opening.

in this study to facilitate essential ideas without loss of
generality.The study period is then divided into two parts: (a)
1 Jan 2017 to 17 Jan 2017 (the period before Line 4 opening);
(b) 18 Jan 2017 to 20 Jan 2017 and 6 Feb 2017 to 28 Feb 2017
(the period after Line 4 opening).

In addition to the daily fluctuation of passenger flow,
the entrance/exit flow in metro network also varies greatly
at different times of day. Figure 3 shows the average 15 min
passenger flow on workdays before and after Line 4 opening.
Increase of entrance/exit flow can be found after Line 4
opening due to the expansion of network capacity. It can also
be seen from Figure 3 that there are two peaks of passenger
flow on workdays, i.e., 7:00-9:00 in the morning and 17:00-
19:00 in the afternoon. To capture the different conditions
of metro network, it is necessary to analyse metro passenger
flow and travel time in both peak hours and nonpeak hours.

4.1.2. Spatial Distribution of Metro Passenger Flow. Figure 4
shows the average daily exit flows ofmetro stations before and
after the opening of Line 4 based on kernel density estimate.

The passenger flows at the stations highlighted in red
circles vary significantly due to the opening of Line 4. It can
be seen that the crowding at the stations in CBD (i.e., the red
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Figure 4: Spatial distribution of metro passenger flow before and after Line 4 opening (map source: Google Maps).

circle in the centre of the figure) is alleviated after the opening
of Line 4. Several stations on other lines (highlighted in other
red circles) share fewer passenger flows after the opening
of Line 4. Thus, Line 4 attracts more individuals to metro
network while contributing to the whole network by sharing
a large number of passengers and reducing the crowding at
several existing metro stations.

To explicitly investigate the impact of Line 4 on spatial
distribution of passenger flow, themetro stations significantly
affected by Line 4 are identified as follows.

Denote the mean and the SD of daily passenger flow from
station 𝑖 to station 𝑗 before Line 4 opening as 𝑓b𝑖𝑗 and 𝜎b𝑖𝑗,
respectively:

𝑓b𝑖𝑗 = ∑𝑁
b

𝑛=1 𝑓𝑛b𝑖𝑗𝑁b , (1)

𝜎b𝑖𝑗 = √∑𝑁
b

𝑛=1 (𝑓b𝑖𝑗 − 𝑓𝑛b𝑖𝑗 )2(𝑁b − 1) , (2)

where 𝑁b is the number of days of the study period before
Line 4 opening, and 𝑓𝑛b𝑖𝑗 is the passenger flow on day 𝑛.

Themeanof passenger flow from station 𝑖 to station 𝑗 after
Line 4 opening (denoted as 𝑓a𝑖𝑗) can be obtained as

𝑓a𝑖𝑗 = ∑𝑁
a

𝑛=1 𝑓𝑛a𝑖𝑗𝑁a , (3)

where𝑁a is the number of days of the study period after Line
4 opening.

In this study, if 𝑓a𝑖𝑗 exceeds the normal fluctuation ranges

𝑓a𝑖𝑗 > 𝑓b𝑖𝑗 + 𝛽 ⋅ 𝜎b𝑖𝑗
or 𝑓a𝑖𝑗 < 𝑓b𝑖𝑗 − 𝛽 ⋅ 𝜎b𝑖𝑗, (4)

the OD stations are viewed to be affected by Line 4. 𝛽 is a
parameter associated with the normal fluctuation ranges. In
this study, the fluctuation range is set as 95%; thus 𝛽 is 1.64.
Setting the destination 𝑗 as Gulou (a station located in CBD
with a large number of passenger flows), Figure 5 shows the
stations affected by Line 4 in peak and nonpeak hours.

As shown in Figure 5, the passenger flow travelling to
CBD is significantly influenced by the operation of Line
4. From Figure 5(a), it can be seen that stations on Line
3 significantly attract more passengers to CBD, while the
passenger flows of many stations on Line 1 and Line 2
decreased. The reason is that Line 2 is spatially parallel to
the new metro Line 4, and passengers originally travelling
by Line 2 might change to use Line 4. The shift of passenger
flow from Line 1 to Line 3 can be explained by the decreased
travel time from Line 3 to CBD, which will be demonstrated
in Section 4.2. Comparing Figures 5(a) and 5(b), it can be
found that the passenger flow distribution in nonpeak hours
is relatively more stable than that in peak hours, indicating
that commuting trips are significantly influenced by the new
metro line.

4.2. Travel Time in the Metro Network. The introduction
of a new metro line probably has impacts, as expected,
on passengers’ activity and travel choice behaviour as the
accessibility/connectivity of activity locations and transit
stations changes [44]. As a reliable transport mode which
does not suffer from road traffic congestion, metro is one
of the best choices for commuters who work in CBD. In
a city with similar size of Nanjing, the 30-minute coverage
area of metro stations in CBD is important to commuters.
Figure 6 shows the travel times from different metro stations
to CBD with a travel time less than 30 minutes. Apparently,
the number of stations within the 30-minute coverage area
greatly increases due to the opening of Line 4. The travel
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Figure 5: Change of passenger flow at metro stations after Line 4 opening (map source: Google Maps).
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Figure 6: Travel times from metro stations to CBD (map source: Google Maps).

times from many stations on Line 3 (which are highlighted
by red circles) to CBD also decrease after Line 4 opening,
while the travel times from stations on Line 1 to CBD remain
stable. Hence, many passengers choose Line 3 to travel to
CBD instead of Line 1. The shift of passenger flow from Line
1 to Line 3 can be found in Figure 5.

In metropolitan areas, travel times in transit networks
generally vary from day to day. Many empirical studies
revealed that individuals, especially commuters, indeed con-
sider the travel time uncertainty as a risk for their travels. To
reduce the risk of late arrival, individuals may have concerns
on the probability that a trip can be successfully fulfilled
within a given travel time, referred to as travel time reliability

in the literature. Therefore, the travel time reliability in metro
network should be explicitly explored with real data.

In this study, the coefficient of variation (CV) of travel
time is selected as the measure of travel time reliability. The
travel time reliability within OD pair 𝑖𝑗, 𝑐V𝑖𝑗, can be expressed
as

𝑐V𝑖𝑗 = 𝜎𝑖𝑗𝑡𝑖𝑗 , (5)

where 𝜎𝑖𝑗 and 𝑡𝑖𝑗, respectively, denote the SD and the mean
of travel time between 𝑖 and 𝑗. A higher 𝑐V𝑖𝑗 indicates lower
travel time reliability.
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Figure 7: Travel time reliability from metro stations to CBD (map source: Google Maps).

Based on the trip travel times extracted from smart card
data before and after the opening of Line 4, the travel time
reliability from all stations to CBD can be analysed. Figure 7
shows the CVs of travel times during peak and nonpeak
hours before and after Line 4 opening. A light colour of a
station is with a small value of CV, which indicates the travel
time from this station to CBD is quite reliable. The crowding
effect during peak hours may reduce travel time reliability
because some individuals are not able to get on the first
arriving vehicles; however, the frequency of metro service
in peak hours is higher than that in nonpeak hours. Thus,
comparing Figures 7(a) and 7(c) or comparing Figures 7(b)
and 7(d), it can be found that there is no identical trend for all

stations from peak to nonpeak hours in terms of travel time
reliability.

Comparing Figures 7(a) and 7(b) or comparing Figures
7(c) and 7(d), it can be found that the opening of Line 4
surprisingly leads to decreased travel time reliability formany
stations, especially the stations on Line 3. The finding can
be attributed to the increased transfer choices introduced
by Line 4. Many individuals prefer to transfer more times
for shortening the travel time after Line 4 opening, while
transfers bring random factors such as stochastic waiting and
walking time.

The analysis in this section aggregates passengers in the
whole metro network, which is unable to reveal the flow
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distribution and the travel time of different passengers before
and after the opening of the new line. In Section 5, analyses of
passenger flow and travel time focusing on commuters with
different OD choices are conducted.

5. The Impact of New Metro Line on
Metro Commuters

The analysis of passenger flow on the whole metro network
level indicates the large passenger flow during peak hours
in workdays, implying that commuters are the majority of
metro users. Therefore, the spatial and temporal distribution
of metro commuter flows and commuters’ travel times
deserve further analysis. The travel time reliability, which is
a major concern for commuters’ daily travel, should also be
investigated before and after the opening of the new metro
line.

In this section, analysis is conducted to investigate pas-
senger flow and travel time changes for different categories of
commuters.

5.1. Classification of Commuters. As commuting is a regular
activity conducted by commuters in workdays, this study
defines metro commuting as metro trips conducted by pas-
sengers between fixed ODs during peak hours of workdays.
The metro commuters are defined as the passengers who
conduct no less than one metro commuting trip every
workday.

As the commuters’ choices of entrance/exit station may
change after introducing Line 4, the commuters can be
further divided into three groups based on the changes of
their entrance/exit stations (i.e., ODs). The three groups are
as follows: (1) commuters whose entrance and exit stations
are not changed and not on Line 4 throughout the whole
study time period; (2) commuters whose entrance and exit
stations are not changed but the entrance/exit stations are
intersections of Line 4 and other lines; (3) commuters whose
entrance/exit stations are changed from stations on other
lines to stations on Line 4 after Line 4 opening. The three
groups, respectively, represent the commuters whose ODs are
not affected, indirectly affected, and directly affected by the
opening of Line 4.

Based on above criteria, 8543, 588, and 639 passengers are
identified as groups 1, 2, and 3 commuters, respectively. The
distributions and travel times of the commuters in different
groups are further investigated. The impacts of new metro
line on different groups are discussed.

5.2. Passenger Flow Distribution of Different
Groups of Commuters

5.2.1. Temporal Distribution ofDifferentGroups of Commuters.
The temporal distributions of the three groups of commuters
over a day are presented in Figure 8. From the entrance/exit
passenger flow profiles, it can be found that the operation of
Line 4 exerts different degrees of impacts on the three groups
of commuters. A significant growth in the flow of group 3
commuters can be found after Line 4 opening. However, the

distributions of group 1 and group 2 passenger flows remain
almost unchanged. The new metro line generates more
commuting trips by providing more choices of O/D stations
overall, but the commuters who have fixed OD stations and
do not need to use the new line are hardly influenced.

As regards passenger travel time, hardly any change is
observed in group 1 after Line 4 opening. A slight difference
can be found between the travel times of group 2 before and
after Line 4 opening. Although group 2 does not change ODs
after Line 4 opening, the travel time of group 2 changes a
little because their O/Ds are transfer stations with Line 4.The
passenger flows in these transfer stations change after Line
4 opening which may lead to the travel time change. As for
group 3, it can be seen that the travel time varies a lot after
Line 4 opening. The travel times at different times of day
are significantly different from the travel times before Line 4
opening. As group 3 changes O/Ds after Line 4 opening, the
travel time changes accordingly.

5.2.2. Spatial Distribution of Different Groups of Commuters.
Figure 9 depicts the cumulative number of trips with respect
to the proportion of ordered OD pairs. It can be seen that
a great number of trips are conducted between a small
proportion of OD pairs. For instance, about 70% of the trips
of group 1 are conducted between 10% OD pairs, implying
that the majority of commuters’ trips are between a few ODs.
In addition, comparing to the trips in nonpeak hours, trips in
peak hours are generated between fewer OD pairs, indicating
that the spatial distribution of commuter flow concentrates in
a limited number of ODs in peak hours. This phenomenon is
more obvious in the morning peak than the afternoon peak,
as commuters have more destination choices after work in the
afternoon.

Comparing the distribution curves before and after Line
4 opening, we can find that the opening of Line 4 has different
degrees of impact on the spatial distributions of different
groups of commuters. The spatial distribution of group 1 is
scarcely influenced. The spatial distribution of group 2 is less
influenced in peak hours but more influenced in nonpeak
hours, indicating that group 2 commuters have more OD
choices in their spare time after Line 4 opening. Apparently,
the impacts of Line 4 on the spatial distribution of group 3
are significant in both peak and nonpeak hours as group 3
changes O/D stations after Line 4 opening.

5.3. Travel Time Reliability of Different Groups of Commuters.
It is widely recognized that the analysis of travel time
reliability should focus on individual passengers [45, 46].
In this section, the travel time reliability of each commuter
group is investigated. The impacts of new metro line on
travel time reliability of different groups of commuters are
discussed.

Being consistent with Section 4.2, the average CV of each
group of commuter’s travel time is obtained to indicate the
metro travel time reliability. CV of individual 𝑘, 𝑐V𝑘, can be
expressed as

𝑐V𝑘 = 𝜎𝑘𝑡𝑘 , (6)
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Figure 8: 15 min flow distributions of different groups of commuters and their travel times before and after Line 4 opening.

where 𝜎𝑘 and 𝑡𝑘, respectively, denote the SD and the mean of𝑘’s metro travel time between his commuting OD.
The mean and the SD of commuting time of each group

before and after Line 4 opening are investigated and shown
in Figure 10. As linear lines fit the trends well and the slope
of line can intuitively depict the travel time reliability, linear
trend lines are used in Figure 10. It can be found from Figures
10(a) and 10(b) that the mean and the SD of travel time of
group 1 are hardly influenced by the opening of Line 4, as the
OD choices of group 1 are not affected by Line 4.

Comparing Figures 10(c) and 10(d), it can be seen that
the distribution of data points in Figure 10(d) is more
concentrated around the trend line, indicating that the travel
time variability of group 2 is more predictable.This is because
Line 4 shares a considerate number of passengers travelling
through the transfer stations (i.e., group 2’s O/Ds). Thus,
the variability of travel time is mainly associated with travel
distance instead of other incidents such as overcrowdings at
stations.

FromFigures 10(e) and 10(f), it can be found that the slope
of trend line after Line 4 opening is obviously lower than that
before Line 4 opening, indicating that the introduction of
Line 4 raises the travel time reliability of group 3 commuters.
Group 3 shifts to use Line 4 instead of other lines. The
passenger flow on Line 4 is relatively low compared to other
lines as Line 4 is newly put into operation, which guarantees
high travel time reliability.

The mean and the average CV of individual travel times
in each commuter group before and after Line 4 opening are
listed in Table 2. It can be found that after Line 4 opening the
mean travel time of group 1 and group 2 hardly changes. It
indicates that for passengers who do not change OD choices
the effect of introducing new metro line on average travel
time is little. Note that the mean travel time of group 2
commuters slightly decreases.This is because the operation of
Line 4 results in reduced number of transfers for some group
2 commuters. However, the average travel time of group 3
significantly increases after Line 4 opening. It indicates that
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Figure 9: Cumulative number of trips with regard to proportion of ODs before and after Line 4 opening.

Table 2: Mean and average CV of commuting travel time.

Before Line 4 opening After Line 4 opening
Mean (min) Average CV Mean (min) Average CV

Group 1 25.545 0.100 25.624 0.100
Group 2 25.630 0.084 25.063 0.082
Group 3 25.975 0.096 34.306 0.086

the new line makes group 3 commuters prefer travelling
farther bymetro, as the new stations provide commuters with
more entrance/exit station choices.

It can be concluded from Table 2 that the new metro line
has different levels of impacts on the travel time reliability
of commuters in different groups. Introducing Line 4 hardly
influences travel time reliability of commuters who do not

change their OD choices. The average CV of group 1 travel
time remains stable, while the average CV of group 2 travel
time slightly decreases from 0.084 to 0.082. The impact of
Line 4 on group 3 travel time reliability is significant. The
average CV of group 3 travel time (i.e., the travel time of
commuters who shift to use new stations on Line 4) drops
from 0.096 to 0.086.
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Figure 10: The mean and the SD of commuting travel time before and after Line 4 opening.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a comprehensive analysis based on smart
card data of metro system to demonstrate the effects of rail
transit development in urban areas. The impacts of a new
metro line (i.e., Line 4 of Nanjing metro) on both the whole
metro network and different categories of commuters are
investigated by analysing passenger flow distributions, travel
times, and travel time reliability.

Analysis of passenger flow at all metro stations is con-
ducted based on the smart card data before and after the
opening of a new metro line. It is found that the passenger
flow of the whole metro network increases after the new line
opening, while the crowding at some metro stations reduced
as the new line shares a large proportion of passengers.

To intensively study the impact of the new metro line on
the network level, this study investigates the stations with
significant change of passenger flow after the opening of the
new metro line. Additionally, the travel time and the travel
time reliability in the metro network are intensively studied.
It is found that the opening of Line 4 leads to changes of travel
time and travel time reliability for many stations.

To demonstrate the impact of the new metro line on
different categories of commuters, metro commuters are
identified and classified according to their OD choices. Flow
distribution, travel time, and travel time reliability of different
groups of commuters are analysed. The results indicate that
the new metro line influences commuters with different OD
choices to different degrees. The results in this study provide
reference for guiding and evaluating rail transit network
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planning in cities with large populations and have a potential
to optimize and coordinate the operation between new transit
lines and existing transit lines.

Several directions for further research are worth noting.
First, although a big proportion of metro trips in Nanjing are
made with smart card, it cannot be assumed that the flow
pattern and travel times of passengers with one-way tickets
are the same as smart card users. Due to the difficulty of
collecting data of one-way tickets, the study presented in
this paper can be extended by conducting activity and travel
surveys. Second, in this study, smart card data from January
to February 2017 are used to investigate the impact of the new
metro line. In further research, more data after March 2017
are expected to be obtained to study passenger flow patterns
and metro travel times to see how the new line contributes
to the whole network after a long-term operation. Third,
the analysis of travel time reliability presented in this paper
can be extended to reliability-based accessibility by including
detailed demographic information and land use data.
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